
OUR SUSTAINABILITY POLICY

We adopt creating value as our main  principle  within the  framework of our  social,  environmental and 
economic  sustainability  policy  internalized  with  the  awareness of  responsibility  towards the  future 
generations with SUSTAINABILITY as our main focal point within our entire processes in our operations 
in the renewable  energy  sector  we  embarked  upon  by acting  with the conception of “A Cleaner and 
Habitable World”.

Acting with the awareness that our objective to be a leading  and pioneer  corporation  within the  sector 
with the mentality of environmentally and society-conscious, quality  and responsible service conception with the mentality of environmentally and society-conscious, quality  and responsible service conception 
can only be  achieved by  protecting and  preserving our  planet  and human  dignity, we aim to achieve 
long-term  success  and  keep  pace  with  the  future  on global-scale  by continuously  improving  our 
sustainability performance in line with this conception.

We are committed to integrating and  implementing strategies  compatible with these objectives into our 
operations, our working and ethical principles and our management system for the purpose of achieving 
national  and global  objectives in sustainable  development, and to continuously  improve our corporate 
capacity within this framework. In this context, we are further committed to taking solid steps in our fields capacity within this framework. In this context, we are further committed to taking solid steps in our fields 
of operations for the purpose of  achieving the  following  Sustainable Development  Goals and for these 
objectives to be accomplished in particular.
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Our Sustainability Policy has a binding effect for our entire affiliates and subsidiaries and shall be our guide in our operations in the entire countries we operate.Our Sustainability Policy has a binding effect for our entire affiliates and subsidiaries and shall be our guide in our operations in the entire countries we operate.

Our Sustainability Policy consists of the following factors with each having equal importance: 

We believe that the sustainability perspective shall 
become the corporate culture with the adoption of 
our  entire  employees.  We  create  a  culture  of 
sustainability with healthy, satisfied and productive 
employees in a decent, fair and inclusive working 
atmosphere offering equal opportunity and 
supporting development.supporting development.
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We solely invest in renewable and clean energy 
resources. We act with the awareness of generalizing 
the sustainability benefits of our main business 
towards every possible aspect of our operations.
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We perform our works and processes without 
compromising on the occupational health and 
safety practices in projects accomplished, by 
prioritizing the customer and product safety, 
acting with the sense of responsibility adopting 
the conception of high-quality continuous 
improvement.improvement.
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An ethical, transparent and accountable corporate 
management in full compliance with the legal 
regulations is highly indispensable and essential 
for us. We establish hassle-free communication 
channels for our shareholders, employees, 
external stakeholders and local people in the 
project regions to facilitate their information requests, project regions to facilitate their information requests, 
claims and complaints, and we evaluate them in a 
fairly manner.
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We are attentive to each and every aspect of protection 
and preserving the natural life and resources in our 
operations and improve our corporate capacity and 
raise our awareness to be inclusive of our entire 
operations in terms of combatting the climate change. 
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We continuously apply controls on our systems, closely 
follow actual developments and improve them for the 
information security to be managed and handled effectively 
and securely in accordance with the international standards.
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We further support vocational training and establish 
collaborations with the relevant public institutions 
and associations towards this direction for the qualified 
and competent labor to be created within the renewable 
energy sector.
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